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Abstract. The Saudi Arabian economic boom  13948 (19756) is distinguished by most of the
governmental organizations in undertaking building, restoring, and rehabilitating enormous facilities to
fulfill the multivariant needs of spaces and functions. The undertaking was accompanied by tangible
economic, cultural, technological, and demographic changes, causing intensive development and demand for
new facilities to adapt demanding functions coinciding with these changes. The new functions are requiring
new buildings or pressing for rehabilitation of existing ones, in an attempt to initiate physical balance
between building expansions and the coinciding changes to proportionate the impact. The usage of the
facilities was accompanied by the expansion of most of these facilities established unbalance between the
demand and development. It caused spontaneous growth in the site of the facilities. This created unbalance
in the aesthetic and  performance of the facilities, in spite of high cost paid to the maintenance and
operation of the facilities.

This investigation aims to develop a mechanism to lead planning and architectural development of
the site plan of the facilities. This is to be done by proper programming and supervision of needs. It also
investigates the problems behind the expansion and development irrespective of the facility being occupied
or remaining vacant which would attempt to improve the overall performance. The investigation depended
on field reconnaissance of many  facilities saturated in buildings and in need of rehabilitation.

The study envisions the establishment of a supervisory mechanism for every organization
possessing quantities of buildings. The  to lead the development and growth of the future of
facilities in a defined site and gives an account of programming new aims, objectives and needs at the time
of designing a new flourishing facility. Part of the objective of the mechanism is to give flavor in the urban
design character of the site and the facilities.


